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[I]t is absurd to think of a purely ‘objective’ prediction. Anybody who makes a prediction has in fact a ‘programme’ for whose victory he is working, and his prediction is precisely an element contributing to that victory.

(Gramsci 1971, 171)

Introduction

This volume examines a contradiction at the heart of economic action. While economic action is necessarily future-oriented, the future is characterized by Knightean uncertainty—that is, it cannot be known. In order to avoid paralysis, economic agents imagine futures that enable them to take decisions in the present ‘despite the incalculability of outcomes’ (Beckert 2016, 9). From a macroeconomic perspective, this tension is compounded by the problem of order and stability, which requires that economic actors’ beliefs and actions be coordinated despite uncertainty. In theory, there are two ‘pure’ solutions to this coordination problem. It can be solved: (a) in a centralized fashion by a social planner dedicated to eliminating uncertainty; or (b) by Hayekian speculators whose decentralized beliefs and actions are coordinated via market pricing (Konings 2016, 278). In practice, pragmatic solutions prevail: central institutions ‘reduce’ uncertainty while leaving the price mechanism largely intact. This chapter focuses on a particularly consequential coordination-facilitating institution, central banking. As a carefully calibrated configuration of technocrats, laws, and technologies, this apparatus is geared towards
producing a specific ‘genre’ of imagined futures—expectations—and towards getting economic agents to internalize, and coordinate their actions around, those expectations.¹

Although the distributional consequences of central banking are beyond the scope of this chapter (see Fontan et al. 2016), they motivate and justify the exploration of the linkages between economic theories, governance practices, and imagined futures (or expectations) in this chapter. Central bank expectation management is consequential because it affects macroeconomic outcomes, often in unintended ways. On one hand, modern monetary governance is built on the premise that central bank guidance on expectations—notwithstanding the occasional blip—enhances economic efficiency and stability. On the other hand, in a world of Knightean uncertainty the issuers of such guidance are prone to punching above their (epistemic) weight. Indeed, it is difficult to distinguish, *ex ante*, between wise coordination of expectations and the overconfident orchestration of groupthink and herding. There is a long line—from Milton Friedman to John Taylor—of conservative critics of discretionary monetary fine-tuning who have argued that ‘active policy is as likely to amplify as offset the effects of shocks upon the macroeconomy’ (Haldane 1995, 6). If that argument has merit—and recent history suggests it does—what Hayek (1989) dubs the ‘pretence of knowledge’ is not an occasional but rather a widespread feature of ‘governing through expectations’ in conditions of uncertainty (Braun 2015).

After a decade of aggressive interventionism by the world’s leading central banks, calls for caution have recently grown louder. One increasingly vocal critic, the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), has urged central banks to show a ‘keener appreciation of the cumulative impact of policies on the stocks of debt, on the allocation of resources and on the room for policy manoeuvre’ (BIS 2016, 8). This chapter contributes to the growing literature on how and why macroeconomic governance oscillates between intended countercyclical stabilization and unintended pro-cyclical amplification of the boom and bust dynamic of the business cycle (Baker and Widmaier 2014; Braun 2014; Bronk and Jacoby 2016; Golub et al. 2015; Widmaier 2016).

The chapter advances three main arguments:

(i) ‘Keynesian’ fiscal demand management and monetary inflation targeting can be conceptualized as separate ideal-types of macroeconomic state agency: the former operates in a *hydraulic* manner, while the latter is strategic and *performative*. Crucially, however, recent quantitative easing programmes mark a return to the hydraulic style of

¹ This chapter has benefitted from the comments of Jens Beckert, Richard Bronk, Peter Dietsch, Maximilian Düssterhöft, Dirk Ehnts, Onur Özgode, Waltraud Schelkle, and Matthew Watson. Any errors are mine.
macroeconomic governance, albeit via the monetary rather than the fiscal authority, and via the market for financial assets rather than the markets for goods and services.

(ii) The chapter proposes a reading of the past three decades of central bank history as a quest to expand the temporal reach of monetary policy into the future. A structural break occurred when central banks shifted from open market operations at the short end of the yield curve to purchases of longer-dated securities. In the guise of balance-sheet policy, central banking has—this chapter argues—morphed into a form of central (bank) planning.

(iii) While this transition has much to do with the practical challenges of monetary policy implementation and transmission, central bank planning also has an important theoretical lineage in macroeconomics. Building on the literature on the performative effects of economic models and central bank communication in ‘making’ the economy (Christophers 2017; Holmes 2014), but moving towards an understanding more akin to Mitchell (2005) and MacKenzie (2006), this chapter reveals a deeper connection between general-equilibrium theory in macroeconomics and central bank planning.

Governability Paradigms: Fiscal Demand Management versus Monetary Inflation Targeting

Why is it that the economy is governable by means of monetary policy? Contrary to the widespread notion of all-powerful central banks, the effectiveness of monetary policy has always been fragile, both in theory and in practice. While the New Classical view that the economy was essentially ungovernable and that government intervention would, at best, be ineffective was suppressed by the new neoclassical synthesis (Braun 2014, 61), doubts regarding the effectiveness of monetary policy never went away. It has, for instance, long been the ‘prevailing view’ in central banking circles that ‘over the medium term, monetary policy only passively tracks the natural [interest] rate’ (Juselius et al. 2016, 1). More recently, evidence for the ‘globalization of inflation’ has called into question the very notion—foundational for contemporary monetary policy—of inflation as a domestic phenomenon (Auer et al. 2017).

2 The ‘yield curve’ is a visual representation of the relationship between the residual maturity of a debt security and its ‘yield’ or interest rate (see Figure 9.1).

3 For an argument about how the work of MacKenzie (and Michel Callon) can improve the microfoundations of political economy more generally, see Braun (2016a).
In light of these observations, this chapter conceptualizes macroeconomic governability as the unstable effect of historically contingent configurations of institutions, theories, and governance practices (Braun 2014). A governability paradigm is established when a political consensus on macroeconomic policies (Hall 1993) is reinforced by an academic consensus on macroeconomic theories. In the brief history of modern macroeconomics, these two things have come together only twice: in the form of ‘Keynesian’ fiscal demand management, underpinned by the neoclassical synthesis, and in the form of monetary inflation targeting underpinned by the ‘new neoclassical synthesis’ (Braun 2014; Widmaier 2016). These governability paradigms were embedded in two distinct regimes. During the Bretton Woods era of restricted international capital flows and highly regulated financial systems, macroeconomic governance operated through price and interest rate controls and direct fiscal spending. In the context of financial deregulation and financialization, the headquarters of macroeconomic governance shifted from the fiscal authority to the monetary authority.

Paving the conceptual way for the remainder of the chapter, this section compares the two paradigms in terms of the ‘four T’s’ of macroeconomic state agency: transmission, temporality, transparency, and theory (see Table 9.1).

**Transmission**

Fiscal demand management influences the economy by increasing or decreasing demand directly through centralized government expenditure. Although ‘animal spirits’ and a ‘multiplier effect’ are important aspects, fiscal demand management operates through interventions that have sizeable first-round effects in the markets for labour, goods, and services (the ‘real economy’). By contrast, inflation-targeting central banks typically rely on open market operations that have only small first-round effects in a small sector of the financial economy, the interbank money market. A gap therefore exists between the operational target of monetary policy—the short-term interbank interest rate—and the long-term interest rates that matter most for the actual targets.

| Table 9.1. The ‘four T’s’ of macroeconomic state agency—two governability paradigms compared |
|---|---|---|
| **Transmission** | **‘Keynesian’ fiscal demand management** | **Transition-period monetary policy** | **Monetary inflation targeting** |
| **Temporality** | Centralized and direct | Decentralized and indirect |
| **Opacity** | Present-oriented | Future-oriented |
| **Theory** | Hydraulics/optimal control: game against nature | Communicative/performative: game with rational agents |
of monetary policy, namely, investment, output, employment, and, ultimately, inflation. To bridge this gap, central bankers rely on the ‘transmission mechanism of monetary policy’. Generally thought of as comprising a bank lending channel, a bank capital channel, a balance-sheet channel (or ‘financial accelerator’), and, more recently, a separate risk-taking channel (Borio and Zhu 2012), the transmission mechanism is indirect, decentralized, and prone to disruption. It also relies heavily on expectations.

**Temporality**

In principle, a Keynesian fiscal stimulus works best in a world in which consumers’ spending decisions are unencumbered by expectations of higher future taxes. By contrast, the future intentionally looms large under inflation targeting, for both theoretical and practical reasons. Theoretically, rational expectations macroeconomics pushed the focal point for macroeconomic coordination into the future by arguing that short-term stabilization measures would be neutralized by rational actors anticipating and discounting the long-term consequences (Lucas and Sargent 1979). The practical reason has to do with the expectational dimension of monetary policy’s transmission mechanism. The impact of a change in the short-term interest rate today depends on how it affects private-sector expectations of inflation and interest rates tomorrow. If market expectations fail to adjust, the interest-rate change will be ineffectual. As the leading monetary theorist put it in the heyday of inflation targeting, ‘[n]ot only do expectations about policy matter, but, at least under current conditions, very little else matters’ (Woodford 2003, 15). This has direct implications for the third ‘T’.

**Transparency**

Anthony Giddens once suggested that Keynesian demand management could perhaps ‘only be effective in circumstances in which the majority of the population, or certain key sets of business actors, do not know what Keynesianism is’ (Giddens 1987, 201). He shared this view with the New Classical economists, who saw non-transparency as a necessary feature of counter-cyclical policies. According to them, the effectiveness of such policies ‘rests on the inability of private agents to recognize systematic patterns in monetary and fiscal policy’ (Lucas and Sargent 1979, 58)—that is, on their inability to understand the (New Classical) concepts of Ricardian equivalence or the neutrality of money. When monetary policy assumed a larger share of the burden of macroeconomic stabilization policy during the late 1970s and the 1980s—a transitional period between two governability paradigms—it continued to operate on the principles of obscurity and secrecy (Goodfriend
Little changed until the early 1990s (Haldane 2017, 5). Only when inflation targeting gained traction did central banks shift from secrecy to ‘strategic transparency’ (Abolafia and Hatmaker 2013, 541–3; Krippner 2007). The more predictable the central bank, the argument went, the more predictable—and hence governable—the behaviour of market actors. This comparison of the two governability paradigms in terms of transmission, temporality, and transparency, sets the scene for a discussion of the fourth ‘T’—theory—and thus of the deep performativity of central banking.\textsuperscript{4}

Deep Performativity: Uncertainty, Rational Expectations, and Central Bank Planning

At the heart of rational expectations macroeconomics lies a paradox. While real-business-cycle and Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) models are populated by competing and unflinchingly rational maximizers, the theoretical innovation that brought them about carried the seeds of central (bank) planning. John Muth and Robert Lucas introduced the rational expectations hypothesis (REH) as a modelling assumption, defining rational expectations as ‘essentially the same as the predictions of the relevant economic theory’ (Muth 1961, 316). While not making a normative statement about ‘what firms ought to do’ (Muth 1961, 316), they did make a normative statement about what economists ought to do; namely, assume that the prediction of their model was the point around which firms’ expectations were (normally) distributed. That makes the world of rational expectations a world of Knightean ‘risk’ rather than uncertainty. In real-business-cycle and DSGE models, all agents—or, to be precise, the ‘representative agent’—use the ‘true’ model (that is, the modelling economist’s own model) to predict correctly (the probabilities of) all possible future prices and outcomes (Frydman and Goldberg 2011, 62).

The REH has two implications that bear on the theory of central planning.\textsuperscript{5} First, while different economists may build different models, within each model there is what Thomas Sargent (Evans and Honkapohja 2005, 566) called ‘a communism of models’, whereby ‘[a]ll agents inside the model, the econometrician, and God share the same model’. Second, the assumed omniscience of rational expectations macroeconomics runs counter to the Hayekian case for the market mechanism (Bronk 2013; Hayek 1945). In a world in which

\textsuperscript{4} For a study of deep performativity in the area of fiscal policy, see Heimberger and Kapeller (2017).

\textsuperscript{5} A close affinity exists between general equilibrium theory and socialist planning that precedes the advent of REH-based macroeconomics; see Mirowski (2002) and Boldyrev and Kirtchik (2017).
all agents share the same (correct) economic model, centralized knowledge is just as good as decentralized knowledge. As a result, ‘there would be no need for markets to set prices... All economists and each rational market participant would be capable of accomplishing this feat entirely on their own’ (Frydman and Goldberg 2011, 66). This section discusses how these theoretical implications of the REH relate to the practice of central banking.

‘Communism of Models’ and Epistemic Authority

In the real world, reducing uncertainty about the ‘correct’ model of the economy is a key element of coordinating private-sector expectations (Nelson and Katzenstein 2014). Central banks have used REH-based models as narrative and coordinative devices for precisely this purpose (Beckert 2016; Holmes 2014). The central banks that pioneered inflation-forecast targeting were the first to incorporate DSGE models—the model-version of the new neoclassical synthesis—into their apparatuses of expectation management. When the central banks of Canada and New Zealand introduced the precursors of today’s DSGE models, these ‘were not mere research projects, but models used for practical policy deliberations under the “forecast targeting” approach to monetary policy’ (Woodford 2009, 276; see also Holmes 2014, 92–7). By the time the financial crisis hit, most leading central banks relied heavily on DSGE models, which largely abstracted from the financial sector, creating a dangerous ‘modelling monoculture’ (Bronk 2011; Bronk and Jacoby 2016). Sargent’s ‘communism of models’ had become a reality.

Maintaining this model communism in academic and financial circles requires a type of credibility that differs from the conventional concept of credibility that, in reaction to the REH-inspired time-inconsistency critique, became the holy grail of central banking (Barro and Gordon 1983; Kydland and Prescott 1977). According to this literature, a central bank can acquire credibility on the basis of a historical record of high inflation aversion, because it is ‘bound by a rule or other “commitment technology”’, or because senior central bankers are employed on an ‘incentive-compatible contract’ (Blinder 2000, 1423). In Blinder’s own definition (2000, 1423), ‘a central bank is credible if people believe it will do what it says’. In practice, this is the credibility of the central bank’s commitment to raise the policy rate when the (expected) inflation rate goes up. In the presence of ‘epistemic uncertainty’ (Nelson and Katzenstein 2014, 363), however, central banks seek not only commitment credibility but also forecasting credibility—or, to use an established term, epistemic authority (Rosenhek 2013). Paraphrasing Blinder’s definition, a central bank enjoys epistemic authority if people believe its forecasts.

Market actors may decide to form their own expectations on the basis of a central bank forecast because they believe that it provides the best prediction of
economic fundamentals, and/or that it will serve as a focal point for the coordination of private-sector expectations (Morris and Shin 2002, 1522). In either case, epistemic authority is fragile. In order to bolster it, central banks have invested heavily in the scientization of monetary policy. Increasing the ranks of PhD-level economists both at the staff level and in leadership positions, central banks have effectively transformed themselves into research hubs of unprecedented size and scope (Conti-Brown 2016, 90–3; Marcussen 2009; Mudge and Vauchez 2016). Leadership positions are routinely assigned to academic economists, including Stanley Fischer, Mervyn King, Ben Bernanke, Raghuram Rajan, and Janet Yellen. Regardless of the scientific rigour it may or may not bring to the policy process, scientization has a performative dimension. Models and academic merits are props in a carefully staged performance of competence and knowledge that bolsters the uncertainty-reducing effect of central bank forecasts (Goffman 1959). It is impossible to determine, in real time, where knowledge ends and where what Hayek called ‘pretense of knowledge’ begins (Hayek 1989). Following the financial crisis, some macroeconomists decried a pervasive ‘pretense-of-knowledge syndrome’ in their discipline (Caballero 2010). However, under conditions of uncertainty, the ‘pretention that the fictional depictions [are] indeed true representations of the future’ (Beckert 2013b, 226) is part and parcel of economic decision-making. From this perspective, ‘pretence of knowledge’ is not pathological, as Hayek and Caballero argue, but performs a productive—albeit problematic—function in the communicative apparatus of monetary expectation management (Braun 2015).

By targeting long-term interest rates through the twin policies of forward guidance and quantitative easing, central banks have recently extended their reach into much more distant futures. As this chapter will argue in relation to the European Central Bank (ECB), this has made it harder to maintain the pretence of superior central bank knowledge. The attempt to bolster the credibility of its commitment to stabilize inflation at a low but positive rate has undermined the ECB’s claim to epistemic authority.

**Non-Market Price Setting: From Hydraulic to Performative Governability, and Back Again**

The quasi-mechanical connection between government spending and aggregate demand—the economic agency of the Keynesian state—can be conceptualized as hydraulic (Braun 2014, 59; Pahl and Sparsam 2016). Central bank agency under inflation targeting, by contrast, has been described as communicative and performative: central bankers’ utterances ‘are making the economy... as a communicative field and as an empirical fact’ (Holmes 2014, 12; see also Krippner 2007). However, these utterances refer to an ‘economy’ that has a prior existence as a *theoretical* fact. The performative nature of inflation targeting
comes into full view only if the performative dimension of REH theory-based macroeconomics—namely, its unexpectedly ambiguous relationship with ‘the economy’ and its inbuilt performativity—is explained.

Lucas and others argued that Keynesian macroeconomics assumed, wrongly, that modelling the economy and governing the economy were two different things, and that the economy was a mechanical system of aggregates that followed a set of quasi-physical laws (Lucas and Sargent 1979, 12). Interestingly, this ‘optimal control’ mind-set still underpinned monetary policy during the transitional Volcker and (early) Greenspan era: ‘A set of equations described the behavior of the private sector; the job of the central bank was to select the proper settings for its policy instruments to guide the economy along its optimal path’ (Poole and Rasche 2000, 257). Over the long term, however, rational expectations proved to be a game changer. As Kydland and Prescott (1977, 473) put it in their influential article on policy ineffectiveness, ‘economic planning is not a game against nature but, rather, a game against rational economic agents’.

New Classical theorists, who dismissed Keynesians for modelling macro-economic aggregates, aimed at putting macroeconomics on ‘microfoundations’—‘representative’ households and firms that rationally maximize objective functions and adapt instantly to policy changes. This made the new ‘game against rational economic agents’ trickier than the old ‘game against nature’.

The predictability of a mechanical system had been replaced by the strategic calculations of *homo economicus*, which tended to neutralize or counteract countercyclical policy interventions: ‘The private sector could in principle not be modelled without specifying the monetary policy rule, because the behaviour of optimizing agents could not be predicted without modelling their expectations about monetary policy’ (Poole and Rasche 2000, 257). Thus, by substituting reflexivity for optimal control, Lucas and colleagues unwittingly brought performativity to monetary policy—long before central bankers became expectation managers.

Somewhat ironically, rational expectations theorists only saw the downside for governability. It was for monetary policy-makers to discover that the ‘game against rational agents’ could be turned into a ‘game with rational agents’. When central bankers realized that control over the economy depended on their ability to harness market actors’ expectations, they transformed macro-economic governance from an ‘engineering’ problem into a ‘strategic’ one (Morris and Shin 2008, 88). The notion of a hydraulic system that could be manipulated by skilled engineers was replaced by the performative challenge of making market expectations conform to the rationality standards as defined by those who hoped to govern through these expectations.

Here, too, central banks’ responses to the financial crisis marked a turning point. Historically, central banks fixed the price for short-term liquidity in the interbank market. With the shift from conventional interest-rate policy to
unconventional balance-sheet policy, however, central banks expanded their reach to security prices at the long end of the yield curve. Expanding the government’s (consolidated) balance sheet to purchase securities—rather than goods and services, as fiscal policy would—central banks effectively returned to a hydraulic mode of economic governance. Focusing on the euro area, the remainder of this chapter will further examine these reversals: the revival of hydraulic macroeconomic policy and the undermining of epistemic authority.

Forward Guidance and QE in the Euro Area

At various points after 2008, the US Federal Reserve, the ECB, the Bank of England, and the Bank of Japan all adopted two types of ‘unconventional’ monetary policies to stabilize financial conditions and stimulate economic activity: forward guidance and large-scale asset purchases, or quantitative easing (QE). These policies are complementary in that both aim explicitly at lowering long-term interest rates when the short-term rate is already at the effective lower bound (Cœuré 2015, 2). However, whereas forward guidance—an advanced version of expectation management—is consistent with conventional ‘interest-rate policy’, asset purchases fall into the economically distinct category of ‘balance-sheet policy’ (Borio and Disyatat 2009, 1).

Forward Guidance: From Transparency to Commitment

In light of the long-standing trend for central banks to become more transparent about their actions and intentions, forward guidance embodies continuity rather than change. Smaller central banks, in particular, had long published unconditional forecasts of the future path of their policy rates, thus increasing the reach of their expectation management further into the future (Filardo and Hofmann 2014, 38; Holmes 2014, 77–9). The ECB, too, had been moving towards greater forecast transparency in the early 2000s (Braun 2015, 375–7). However, these ‘Delphic’ forms of forward guidance did not involve a commitment (Campbell et al. 2012). Commitment to particular courses of action thus was the innovative element of the ‘Odyssean’ (ibid.) variant of forward guidance that became prevalent after 2008. The rationale was simple: forward guidance would allow policy-makers to ‘change public expectations of their actions tomorrow in a way that improves macroeconomic performance today’ (Campbell et al. 2012, 3). The ECB announced its own version of forward guidance in June 2013:

The Governing Council expects the key ECB interest rates to remain at present or lower levels for an extended period of time. This expectation is based on the
overall subdued outlook for inflation extending into the medium term, given the broad-based weakness in the real economy and subdued monetary dynamics.

(Draghi 2013; emphasis added)

Instead of the quantitative, threshold-based forward guidance ultimately embraced by the Fed (FOMC 2013), the ECB thus chose a cautious, open-ended variant. While following its peers in making its forward guidance conditional—most notably on the medium-term inflation outlook—the ECB did not commit to maintaining current interest-rate levels until a specific date or macroeconomic outcome was reached. In its Monthly Bulletin, the ECB described its own approach as ‘[q]ualitative forward guidance conditional on a narrative’ (ECB 2014, 68).

Notwithstanding the innovative commitment aspects, such forward guidance is—as a purely communicative tool designed to manage expectations—fully consistent with the pre-crisis paradigm of ‘discursive central banking’ (Gabor and Jessop 2015). The same is not true of QE, which brings something other than words to the governability table, namely, the central bank balance sheet.

Quantitative Easing

In order to keep the short-term interbank interest rate aligned with its main refinancing rate, the Eurosystem—the ECB and the national central banks—used to provide precisely that amount of reserves that would satisfy the banking system’s liquidity needs, thus keeping supply and demand for reserves in the interbank market in balance. While the Eurosystem conducts collateralized lending operations for this purpose, other central banks, such as the Fed, provide liquidity through open market operations (that is, outright purchases of securities). In purely technical terms, large-scale asset purchases are but an expanded version of the latter, in that the central bank creates new reserves to buy securities in the open market (Cœuré 2015). In economic terms, however, the two are very different. Conventional open market operations are designed to affect the short-term interest rate via the liability side of the central bank’s balance sheet—namely, the amount of reserves provided to the banking system (Friedman 2014, 7). QE open market operations, by contrast, are designed to affect long-term interest rates via the asset side of the central bank’s balance sheet—namely, the amount of securities absorbed from the financial system.

Following the example of its peers, the ECB decided to expand its balance sheet by purchasing both government bonds and securities issued by the private sector. In late 2014, a third covered bond purchase programme (CBPP3) and an asset-backed securities purchase programme (ABSPP) marked
the prelude to the public-sector purchase programme (PSPP), which the ECB launched in March 2015. In June 2016, the ECB added the corporate sector purchase programme (CSPP). Together, these various components form the ‘expanded asset purchase programme’ (APP). At year-end 2016, public sector securities accounted for eighty-two per cent of Eurosistem holdings under the APP. The weighted average remaining maturity of the ECB’s holdings of government bonds is currently 8.3 years, showing that the PSPP targets bonds with mid-range maturities.

The ECB’s quantitative easing comes with its own form of forward guidance. The ECB has committed to purchasing securities worth EUR 60 billion every month ‘until the end of 2017 and in any case until the Governing Council sees a sustained adjustment in the path of inflation that is consistent with its aim of achieving inflation rates below, but close to, 2% over the medium term.’

Indeed, it is important to distinguish two channels through which QE affects asset prices and interest rates (Valiante 2017). First, the mere announcement of asset purchases changes expectations. Based on the expectation of greater scarcity—and therefore higher prices—of bonds in the future, demand should be expected to increase already in the present, pushing prices up and yields down. However, this ex ante and performative signalling effect is entirely dependent on the expectation of the ex post effect of actual central bank purchases, which increase asset scarcity in a mechanical, hydraulic manner. In short, the ex ante performative and the ex post hydraulic effect of the quantitative easing programme are mutually reinforcing and together push bond prices up and (long-term) interest rates down. As this chapter will show, the implications for macroeconomic state agency are profound.

Long-Term Interest Rates as Policy Variables: Post-Crisis Central Bank Planning

Despite a long-standing trend for the apparatus of monetary expectation management to reach ever further into the future, forward guidance and QE crossed what central bankers had previously considered a red line. The ECB, which used to implement its monetary policy stance by targeting the price for short-term interbank liquidity, was vocal about the risks of non-market price setting further up the yield curve. As recently as 2008, it explained its ‘“hands-off” approach’, by declaring that ‘developments in longer-term money market interest rates reflect market forces’ and are therefore ‘beyond the ECB’s direct

control’ (ECB 2008, 71, 79). Although they knew it was feasible, central bankers considered efforts to control long-term rates undesirable. The chief architect of the ECB’s monetary policy strategy used a classic Hayekian argument against non-market price setting, arguing that centrally determined long-term interest rates ‘would cease to have their important allocational [sic] function in a market economy by virtue of being relative indicators of scarcity’ (Issing 1992, 293). The consensus under the inflation-targeting paradigm that monetary policy should ‘lead the market’ rather than ‘follow’ it (Blinder 2004, 66–74) was thus limited to the short end of the yield curve. The view was widely shared among monetary policy-makers that minimizing the potentially distorting influence of such leadership required that longer-term interest rates be determined by market forces (Turner 2011, 19).

After 2008, central banks quietly shelved that view. It became the stated goal of ECB policy to encourage ‘portfolio shifts into longer maturity assets and a compression of long-term yields’ (ECB 2014, 67). Forward guidance and QE thus marked a significant departure from the inflation-targeting paradigm of the pre-crisis period. The boundary between ‘following’ and ‘leading the market’ shifted towards the long end of the yield curve, and central banks now ‘made the long-term interest rate a policy variable’ (Turner 2011, 10). Long-term rates, previously regarded as a barometer for market actors’ expectations of the future, became a lever for central banks to influence that future.

Forward Guidance and the ECB’s Epistemic Authority

Critics of forward guidance warn that central banks cannot possibly satisfy market actors’ ‘insatiable’ hunger for information (Issing 2014, 10), and that they would need to escalate their commitments to reassure markets that interest rates would remain unchanged even if economic recovery continued. Indeed, modest signs of recovery in the euro area in early 2014 prompted the ECB to specify that the promise to keep its key interest rates ‘at present or lower levels’ was ‘based on an overall subdued outlook for inflation extending into the medium term, given the broad-based weakness of the economy, the high degree of unutilized capacity, and subdued money and credit creation’ (ECB 2014, 69). This somewhat convoluted statement was intended to reassure market participants that even stronger than anticipated growth would not precipitate a rate rise as long as inflation expectations remained anchored, the output gap positive, and bank lending slow. Central banks felt compelled to escalate their forward guidance for fear that positive economic

---

For an important critique of the ‘barometer’ conception of long-term rates, see Shin (2017).
data would cause market actors to adjust their expectations of the future path of the short-term interest rate upwards.

Again, the problem is uncertainty. The goal of forward guidance is to reduce market uncertainty about the future path of interest rates and to ‘talk down’ longer-term rates, thus bending the long end of the yield curve downwards. But longer time horizons imply greater forecast uncertainty. Does the ECB have the epistemic authority needed to steer market expectations of such distant futures? Interestingly, the ECB’s chief economist addressed precisely this concern at the 2014 session of the annual ‘The ECB and its watchers’ conference:

Our approach starts from the premise that the central bank doesn’t have superior knowledge about how the world works. Nor are we likely to have better forecasting abilities than the majority of observers. So what we can do is to provide an explicit, well-articulated frame of reference for our actions…. In practical terms, this means that communication revolves around providing a narrative about the economy… (Praet 2014)

This amounts to a call on market participants to abandon the pretence of superior central bank knowledge that had formed an integral part of the communicative apparatus of expectation management. What is more, Praet was essentially describing forward guidance as an effort to develop persuasive economic narratives. This points to a dilemma that goes beyond epistemic uncertainty over the central bank’s macroeconomic model: namely, the possibility that forecasts—regardless of their accuracy—are being used strategically by central bankers. The following quotes illustrate how observers of central banks have reacted to this possibility.

[T]he market knows that central bankers have no superhuman forecasting ability and will tend to view the supposed longer-term forecasts as a version of jawboning, attempts to persuade the market to change its mind for immediate policy purposes. Again there is little empirical evidence that the market responds to such jawboning, and why should it when the central bank is as ignorant of the longer-term future as they are? (Goodhart 2012)

[A]s implemented thus far it is not clear why anyone should pay much attention to forward guidance as it is, in our view, mostly ‘cheap talk’. (Buiter 2013, 2)

Anyone who awaits central bank predictions of inflation two years ahead in the hope of finding out how prices are likely to change has not been paying attention. When the European Central Bank sets out its predictions for inflation on Thursday, it will be blind luck if the numbers turn out to be right in 2016… Whether it is right is neither here nor there, though. The forecasts matter for how they are used; if the ECB is to take a big step further into experimental monetary policy, it needs to predict inflation will stay well below target. (Mackintosh 2014)
Uncertain Futures

These statements suggest that forward guidance has caused central bank watchers to adopt a view of central bank forecasts that is more cynical in the sense that it subscribes to Gramsci’s (1971, 171) dictum, cited in the epigraph of this chapter, that there is no such thing as ‘a purely “objective” prediction’. In turn, this highlights a related problem—the time-inconsistency of forward guidance: once the economy improves and inflation rates start rising, central banks with price stability mandates would have a strong incentive to increase interest rates ahead of the schedule they had previously announced (Buiter 2013, 6; Issing 2014, 7; Woodford 2013, 6). The cost of forward guidance is now increasingly clear: central banks have had to mark down their two most jealously guarded assets: their epistemic authority and their commitment credibility.

The case of forward guidance holds an important lesson regarding the production of imagined futures and the coordination of expectations under conditions of uncertainty. Under such conditions, ‘it is not accurate predictions of future states of the world that determine decisions, but rather a political game of negotiation and manipulation of the interpretation of a situation’ (Beckert 2013a, 342). From this perspective, the question is not so much why market actors have become more cynical about ‘cheap talk’ by central banks, but why they have become so only now. Until recently, there was little indication that markets considered central bank forecasts as rhetorical devices designed to manipulate their expectations. That this has recently changed suggests that unconventional monetary policies have been testing the limits of the apparatus of expectation management, and thus of performative macroeconomic governance. The potentially resulting loss of governability has been compensated for, however, by the introduction of balance-sheet policy. But while complementary in the goal dimension (lowering long-term interest rates), balance-sheet policy is fundamentally different from forward guidance when viewed as an instrument.

Non-Market Price Setting: The Return of Hydraulic Macroeconomic Governance

QE differs significantly from forward guidance in its implications for the nature of economic state agency. Consider the following pleas for euro-area QE, the first by a former ECB Executive Board member, the second by the chief European economist of Goldman Sachs:

[I]f central banks really want to change the shape of the yield curve they may have to do more than just talk. . . . In other words, if they want to be effective central banks have to put their money, and balance sheets, where their mouths are.

(Bini Smaghi 2013)
If you can retain credibility and confidence, that may be all you have to do; markets will do the heavy lifting for you…. But not all problems can be solved by shifting market expectations and behaviour. Sometimes fundamental changes are needed. (Huw Pill, quoted in Atkins 2014)

These statements chime with the ‘crisis of discursive central banking’ argument (Gabor and Jessop 2015), according to which monetary policy by communication alone has reached the end of the line. Indeed, all leading central banks have concluded that sustained macroeconomic stimulus requires use of the ‘consolidated government sector balance sheet’ (Borio and Disyatat 2009, 2).

While it is commonplace to argue that QE has an important fiscal dimension, this chapter highlights another striking parallel between state agency under Keynesian fiscal policy and unconventional monetary policy. Keynesian demand management policy involves the government expanding its balance sheet to purchase goods and services in order to stimulate the (real) economy directly; QE involves the central bank expanding its balance sheet to purchase financial assets in order to stimulate the financial economy directly (with an intended second-round stimulus effect for the real economy). In other words, central banking has acquired what had previously been the exclusive domain of fiscal policy — hydraulic macroeconomic agency.

Highlighting the hydraulic transmission mechanism of quantitative easing is not to say that it represents a return to the Keynesian past. On the contrary, QE represents an adaptation of macroeconomic governance to the workings of a financialized economy. Among monetary and financial economists, the idea has recently gained traction that financial market developments have spawned a new transmission channel of monetary policy, the so-called ‘risk-taking channel’ (Borio and Zhu 2012). Under this mechanism, changes in interest rates and market expectations about their future path may alter the ‘perceptions of risks and risk tolerance’ of financial firms (ibid. 237). This channel has gained in importance as a result of ‘financial liberalization and innovation’, which have increased the responsiveness of credit creation to swings in risk perception, and therefore the impact of the latter on aggregate demand (ibid. 237). The ECB shares this analysis with regard to the monetary transmission mechanism in the euro area (ECB 2010, 85, 89). Under these conditions, QE is supposed to stimulate aggregate demand through the so-called portfolio rebalancing effect (Draghi 2015). As pointed out by ECB Executive Board member Benoît Coeuré (2015, 2), this is due to a quasi-hydraulic mechanism whereby central bank asset purchases ‘mechanically reduce the supply of securities’.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the ECB has been buying government bonds with average remaining maturities of eight years. Due to their greater scarcity, the prices of bonds at these and other maturities rise, while yields fall.
It is through this mechanism that QE ‘bends’ the long end of the yield curve. Figure 9.1 shows how the term structure of interest rates has shifted for government bonds in the euro area. While shifts of the yield curve cannot be attributed to monetary policy alone, the disproportionate compression of interest rates at the long end of the yield curve from 2014 onwards suggests that the ECB’s twin policies of forward guidance and QE achieved the desired effect. According to the logic of the portfolio rebalancing channel, this compression sets off a ‘search for yield’ among investors, who move out of low-risk securities into higher risk assets, such as corporate bonds, equities, or loans to firms and households (Cœuré 2015, 2). In addition, the balance sheets of the owners of securities are strengthened as a result of rising financial asset prices.

In short, central bank security purchases mechanically increase demand—and thus the price—for certain financial assets. While forward guidance has revealed the limitations of performative macroeconomic agency, QE has provided central banks with a hydraulic tool akin to fiscal policy: whereas government spending on goods and services increases firm revenues and household incomes, central bank spending on asset purchases is expected to increase financial firms’ revenues and bolster their balance sheets.

For a succinct discussion of QE transmission channels, see Haldane et al. (2017, 7–9).

---

**Figure 9.1** Yield curves for bonds of euro-area governments (all issuers and ratings)

*Note:* Curves represent snapshots taken on the dates indicated in the key to the chart.

*Source:* ECB
Conclusion

This chapter has argued that the performative nature of central banking has deeper roots in macroeconomic theory than has been acknowledged in the literature. While prominent economists have criticized the rational expectations hypothesis and DSGE models as ‘figments’ and as ‘post-real’ (Frydman and Goldberg 2011; Romer 2017), the performative consequences of these theoretical innovations have been real enough. What options traders did for the efficient market hypothesis, central bankers did for the rational expectations hypothesis. As a result, two key features of the ‘model world’ (Watson 2014)—‘communism of models’ and non-market price setting—gained a foothold in the real world.

Focusing primarily on the euro area, the chapter has highlighted the complementary nature of forward guidance and QE, both of which are geared towards bringing longer-term interest rates under central bank control. Deploying these policies to bend the yield curve, the ECB has incurred significant costs. Adding to the finding of a loss of monetary trust among the general public (Braun 2016b), the chapter has highlighted the loss of epistemic authority with financial market actors, who have voiced doubts regarding both the quality and the sincerity of the ECB’s economic forecasts. This weakening of the performative dimension of central bank agency has been compensated, to a certain extent, by QE. From a conceptual perspective, QE constitutes a monetary version—updated for the conditions of a financialized economy—of the hydraulic macroeconomic agency that used to be the hallmark of Keynesian fiscal demand management.

Accounting for the costs and benefits of this hydraulic turn in monetary governance remains a major task for students of central banking. One of the key questions concerns the distributional consequences of large-scale asset purchase programmes. It remains unclear whether the wealth inequality-increasing consequences of asset price inflation—which are well documented—are compensated by the income inequality-decreasing stimulus effect of asset purchases on GDP growth and employment (ECB 2017, 48–51; Fontan et al. 2016).

The other big outstanding question concerns the governability consequences of central (bank) planning. In the 1980s, when central banks still cloaked themselves in obscurity, their justification echoed the Hayekian argument that uncertainty, by virtue of creating expectational diversity, actually has a stabilizing effect. One FOMC member feared that openness about the Fed’s intentions would cause the market to ‘move with a single purpose based on accurate knowledge of the short run objectives of the market’s largest participant, the FOMC.’ (Goodfriend 1986, 77). With forward guidance and QE, bringing about this ‘single purpose’ has become a key plank of monetary
policy. The price tag of non-market price setting via unconventional monetary policy therefore includes the loss of informational content in financial asset prices. Once a barometer of the decentralized beliefs and actions of myriad market actors, the long-term interest rate has become a policy variable, manipulated by central banks to reduce the ‘perceived downside risk’ for investors (BIS 2013, 1). The potential costs are manifold—increased risk-taking, indebtedness, collateral scarcity, and financial instability, to name but a few. It remains to be seen if bending and de-risking the yield curve will make the future less uncertain.
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